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For undergraduate/graduate level courses in Technology and Society, Ethics and Technology,
Sociological and Technological Issues, Technology in a Social World, Social Issues in
Technology, Sociological, Cultural and Technological Concerns. This anthology of scholarly
and popular articles explores the positive, negative, ethical, and unethical issues faced by
society as technology changes the world that we live in on a personal, national, and
international level. Unique in its depth, breadth, and variety of opinions and writings, it
examines specific examples from the past and present (and hypothesized ones for the future),
showing the complexity that makes "solutions" not so simple. A variety of interactive activities
encourages students to think critically, analytically, and creatively, and challenges them to
develop new ideas and to map out solutions to today's technological and sociological
problems.
Concentrator Photovoltaics (CPV) is one of the most promising technologies to produce solar
electricity at competitive prices. High performing CPV systems with efficiencies well over 30%
and multi-megawatt CPV plants are now a reality. As a result of these achievements, the
global CPV market is expected to grow dramatically over the next few years reaching
cumulative installed capacity of 12.5 GW by 2020. In this context, both new and consolidated
players are moving fast to gain a strategic advantage in this emerging market. Written with
clear, brief and self-contained technical explanations, Handbook of Concentrator Photovoltaic
Technology provides a complete overview of CPV covering: the fundamentals of solar
radiation, solar cells, concentrator optics, modules and trackers; all aspects of characterization
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and reliability; case studies based on the description of actual systems and plants in the field;
environmental impact, market potential and cost analysis. CPV technology is at a key point of
expansion. This timely handbook aims to provide a comprehensive assessment of all CPV
scientific, technological and engineering background with a view to equipping engineers and
industry professionals with all of the vital information they need to help them sustain the
impetus of this encouraging technology. Key features: Uniquely combines an explanation of
the fundamentals of CPV systems and components with an overview of the market place and
their real-life applications. Each chapter is written by well-known industry specialists with
extensive expertise in each particular field of CPV technology. Reviews the basic concepts of
multi-junction solar cells and new concepts for CPV cells, highlighting the key differences
between them. Demonstrates the state of the art of several CPV centres and companies.
Facilitates future cost calculation models for CPV. Features extensive case studies in each
chapter, including coverage of CPV modules and systems.
Concerns about energy resources and the environmental impact of energy use will continue to
be important globally. World Scientific's unique series of books on Current Energy Issues is
intended, in part, as an expansion and update of the material contained in the World Scientific
Handbook of Energy. Each volume will focus on related energy resources or issues and will
contain a broader range of topics with more explanatory text. This Solar Energy volume covers
a variety of approaches to the use of solar energy. These include large scale photovoltaic
production of electricity as well as more local applications in the home and businesses.
Similarly, there is an extensive discussion of large scale solar thermal electricity production
and smaller scale uses such as solar water heating, home heating and cooling plus crop
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drying. There is also discussion of more forward-looking technologies including the production
of fuels using artificial photosynthesis and the production of biomass. Contents:Introduction to
Solar Energy (R Corkish, W Lipi?ski and Robert Patterson)Fundamentals of Photovoltaic Cells
and Systems (Ignacio Rey-Stolle)Large-Scale Solar Thermal Plants (CSP) (Manfred Becker,
Robert Pitz-Paal and Wes Stein)Large Scale Photovoltaic Power Plants (G Almonacid Puche,
P G Vidal and E Muñoz-Cerón)Biomass (Anthony Turhollow)Artificial Photosynthesis (Nathan
Skillen and Peter K J Robertson)Small Scale PV Applications in Home and Business
(Estefanía Caamaño-Martín, Miguel Ángel Egido and Jorge Solórzano)Low Temperature Solar
Thermal Applications (Brian Norton, Hans Martin Henning and Daniel Mugnier)Solar
Thermochemical Processes (Roman Bader and Wojciech Lipi?ski) Readership: Researchers,
academics, professionals and graduate students in energy studies/research and
environmental/energy economics.
Learn the fundamentals of smart photovoltaic (PV) inverter technology with this insightful onestop resource Smart Solar PV Inverters with Advanced Grid Support Functionalities presents a
comprehensive coverage of smart PV inverter technologies in alleviating grid integration
challenges of solar PV systems and for additionally enhancing grid reliability. Accomplished
author Rajiv Varma systematically integrates information from the wealth of knowledge on
smart inverters available from EPRI, NREL, NERC, SIWG, EU-PVSEC, CIGRE, IEEE
publications; and utility experiences worldwide. The book further presents a novel, authordeveloped and patented smart inverter technology for utilizing solar PV plants both in the night
and day as a Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) Controller STATCOM, named PVSTATCOM. Replete with case studies, this book includes over 600 references and 280
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illustrations. Smart Solar PV Inverters with Advanced Grid Support Functionalities’ features
include: Concepts of active and reactive power control; description of different smart inverter
functions, and modeling of smart PV inverter systems Distribution system applications of PVSTATCOM for dynamic voltage control, enhancing connectivity of solar PV and wind farms,
and stabilization of critical motors Transmission system applications of PV-STATCOM for
improving power transfer capacity, power oscillation damping (POD), suppression of
subsynchronous oscillations, mitigation of fault induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR), and
fast frequency response (FFR) with POD Hosting capacity for solar PV systems, its
enhancement through effective settings of different smart inverter functions; and control
coordination of smart PV inverters Emerging smart inverter grid support functions and their
pioneering field demonstrations worldwide, including Canada, USA, UK, Chile, and India.
Perfect for system planners and system operators, utility engineers, inverter manufacturers
and solar farm developers, this book will prove to be an important resource for academics and
graduate students involved in electrical power and renewable energy systems.
A reliable and secure protection and control system is a paramount requirement for any
electrical network. This book discusses protection and control schemes of various parts of
Solar Power Plants (SPP) namely solar generator, inverter, and SPP network connected to the
grid. For this purpose small, medium, and large size of solar power energy sources have been
considered. This includes residential, commercial buildings and large power plants. There are
significant literature about solar energy, modeling and different aspects of integration of SPP to
grids. But there is no book to address directly the setting/design of protection and control
schemes, testing techniques and fault findings of solar generators and its networks. The
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topology and characteristics of solar generators and their networks are different from
conventional ones. This has caused the following issues: - Conventional protection & control
scheme may fail to detect different type of faults which may occur on solar cells/panels/arrays,
DC cables, and inverters. This necessitated the requirement of special schemes for the
detection of faults in blind spots, - Fault findings required tests, and testing equipment for solar
generators are different from conventional ones, - The fault current contribution from solar
generators is low (1.1-1.2 pu) as compared to conventional ones. The above problems have
caused significant challenges for appropriate setting and design of protection & control scheme
of SPP network which in some cases have resulted to several major plants shut down, safety
risks and fire incidents. This book discusses the above challenges and proposes mitigation
techniques to rectify the deficiencies of existing industry practices for the protection and control
systems of solar generators. Most of the content of this book has been observed or
successfully applied in the field for various SPPs projects worldwide and consequently can be
used or considered as a practical guideline for future projects. Main Objectives of the Book The
main objectives of the book are: - To familiarize engineers, technical officers, testers, and
project managers with required power system protection and control schemes of solar power
plants (SPP). - To provide a guideline for preparation of standards, technical specification,
business case, functional scope, test, and commissioning plan as applicable to the installation
of new SPP; - To provide adequate information to electricity companies, consultants,
contractors, relay manufacturers,s and SPP owners about the requirement of protection and
control systems of SPP. Acknowledgment The author wishes to acknowledge that the contents
of this book are based on utilizing the following resources: 1) Extensive research of the author
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for design, specifications, and commissioning of SPPs 2) Experiences of other individuals,
electricity companies, and consultants Disclaimer The author is not responsible for the
accuracy, completeness, up-to-dateness, or quality of the information provided. The author is
therefore not liable for any claims regarding damage caused by the use of any information
provided. The information in the book should only be used as a guideline and may not be
suitable for a specific case. Copyright The material made available is intended for the
customer’s personal use only. Author reserves all rights to the book. Therefore the book can
not be reproduced or replicated or processed or distributed without the author’s written
permission.
Energy is one of the most important topics of our time, and renewable energy has been a long
and still-unfolding story that has taken decades to bring us to where we are today. Even after
so much progress, engineers and scientists are always still developing new and innovative
techniques, processes, equipment, and materials to further the science and fulfill the mission of
generating cleaner, renewable energy for the world’s consumption. This new groundbreaking
series, Advances in Renewable Energy, covers these topics across the spectrum, including
solar, wind, and other renewable energy sources. This first volume in the series focuses on
solar energy, probably the fastest-growing and developing area of renewable energy. With new
materials and processes constantly coming online, it is important for engineers and scientists
to stay abreast of the state-of-the-art in the field, and this volume does just that. Covering not
just the basics of the technology and technological advances, the contributors delve into the
financial aspects of solar energy systems as well. They look at total costs, not just initial costs,
but the costs of maintenance, as well, Covering nearly every aspect of solar energy systems
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and the latest advances in the field, this is a must-have volume for any engineer, scientist,
student, or educator working in or studying solar energy.
This book discusses large-scale solar power systems, including an analysis of critical issues
related to their design, construction and financing.
The pressing need for a smarter and greener grid is obvious, but how this goal should be
achieved is much less clear. This book clearly defines the environmental promise of the smart
grid and describes the policies necessary for fully achieving the environmental benefits of the
digital energy revolution. • Deciphers the muddled "information" from industry leaders and
policymakers about 21st-century energy technology, enabling readers to understand how a
smart grid can be a cost-effective tool to benefit the climate • Provides detailed information
from case studies of six early smart grid leaders to showcase the strengths and weaknesses of
these programs • Identifies the legal and regulatory challenges that could prevent the
successful implementation of a smart electric grid, making it clear that the issues are not purely
technological • Serves ideally as a primary text for courses on smart grid technology and policy
as well as a resource for graduate-level research for energy policy or climate change policy
courses
This book addresses the use, operation and maintenance of new renewable energy systems,
taking into account their integration in the current electrical markets and in the new emergent
uses of energy. The book is based on practical experiences which present different
perspectives about what occurs once an energy production plant based on sources of
renewable energy is in production. Questions to be addressed include: how the energy
produced is integrated into the current system of energy production, what is its consideration in
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the electrical market, what the impact is on society, how differential the strategies of operation
and maintenance are with respect to conventional systems of energy production, etc.
This textbook starts with a review of the principles of operation, modeling and control of
common solar energy and wind-power generation systems before moving on to discuss grid
compatibility, power quality issues and hybrid models of Solar PV and Wind Energy
Conversion Systems (WECS). MATLAB/SIMULINK models of fuel cell technology and
associated converters are discussed in detail. The impact of soft computing techniques such
as neural networks, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms in the context of solar and wind energy
is explained with practical implementation using MATLAB/SIMULINK models. This book is
intended for final year undergraduate, post-graduate and research students interested in
understanding the modeling and control of Solar PV and Wind Energy Conversion Systems
based on MATLAB/SIMULINK. - Each chapter includes “Learning Objectives” at the start, a
“Summary” at the end and helpful Review Questions - Includes MATLAB/SIMULINK models of
different control strategies for power conditioning units in the context of Solar PV - Presents
soft computing techniques for Solar PV and WECS, as well as MATLAB/SIMULINK models,
e.g. for wind turbine topologies and grid integration - Covers hybrid solar PV and Wind Energy
Conversion Systems with converters and MATLAB/SIMULINK models - Reviews harmonic
reduction in Solar PV and Wind Energy Conversion Systems in connection with power quality
issues - Covers fuel cells and converters with implementation using MATLAB/SIMULINK
This book is a valuable resource for researchers, professionals and graduate students
interested in solar power system design.
Drawing on the authors' extensive research and project implementation around the globe,
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Solar Energy: Renewable Energy and the Environment covers solar energy resources, thermal
and photovoltaic systems, and the economics involved in using solar energy. It provides
background theory on solar energy as well as useful technical information for implem

Initiated in 2008, the Solar Energy Grid Integration (SEGIS) program is a
partnership involving the U.S. Department of Energy, Sandia National
Laboratories, electric utilities, academic institutions and the private sector.
Recognizing the need to diversify the nation's energy portfolio, the SEGIS effort
focuses on specific technologies needed to facilitate the integration of large-scale
solar power generation into the nation's power grid Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) awarded a contract to Princeton Power Systems, Inc., (PPS) to develop a
100kW Advanced AC-link SEGIS inverter prototype under the Department of
Energy Solar Energy Technologies Program for near-term commercial
applications. This SEGIS initiative emphasizes the development of advanced
inverters, controllers, communications and other balance-of-system components
for photovoltaic (PV) distributed power applications. The SEGIS Stage 3 Contract
was awarded to PPS on July 28, 2010. PPS developed and implemented a
Demand Response Inverter (DRI) during this three-stage program. PPS prepared
a 'Site Demonstration Conference' that was held on September 28, 2011, to
showcase the cumulative advancements. This demo of the commercial product
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will be followed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., certification by the fourth
quarter of 2011, and simultaneously the customer launch and commercial
production sometime in late 2011 or early 2012. This final report provides an
overview of all three stages and a full-length reporting of activities and
accomplishments in Stage 3.
This handy pocket reference provides a wealth of practical information relating to
solar energy and solar energy technologies. Topics covered include solar
radiation and its detailed measurement, the emissivity and absorption properties
of materials, solar thermal energy collection and storage, photovoltaics (both at
all scales), solar cooling, and the use of solar energy for desalination and drying.
The book also includes conversion factors, standards and constants and is
peppered throughout with helpful illustrations, equations and explanations, as
well as a chapter making the business case for solar power. Anyone with an
interest in solar energy, including energy professionals and consultants,
engineers, architects, academic researchers and students, will find a host of
answers in this book – a practical assimilation of fundamentals, data,
technologies and guidelines for application.
This far-reaching resource covers a full spectrum of multi-faceted considerations
critical for energy generation decision makers considering the adoption or
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expansion of wind power facilities. It contextualizes pivotal technical information
within the real complexities of economic, environmental, practical and socioeconomic parameters. This matrix of coverage includes case studies and
analysis from developed and developing regions, including North America and
Europe, Asia, Latin America, the Middle-East and Africa. Crucial issues to power
generation professionals and utilities such as: capacity credits; fuel saving;
intermittency; penetration limits; relative cost of electricity by generation source;
growth and cost trends; incentives; and wind integration issues are addressed.
Other economic issues succinctly discussed inform financial commitment to a
project, including investment matrices, strategies for economic evaluations,
econometrics of wind energy, cost comparisons of various investment strategies,
and cost comparisons with other energy sources. Due to its encompassing
scope, this reference will be of distinct interest to practicing engineers, policy and
decision makers, project planners, investors and students working in the area of
wind energy for power generation.
Solar Energy is an authoritative reference on the design of solar energy systems
in building projects, with applications, operating principles, and simple tools for
the construction, engineering, and design professional. The book simplifies the
solar design and engineering process, providing sample documentation and
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special tools that provide all the information needed for the complete design of a
solar energy system for buildings to enable mainstream MEP and design firms,
and not just solar energy specialists, to meet the growing demand for solar
energy systems in building projects.
Solar electricity – or photovoltaics (PV) – is the world's fastest growing energy
technology. It can be used on a wide variety of scales, from single dwellings to utilityscale solar farms providing power for whole communities. It can be integrated into
existing electricity grids with relative simplicity, meaning that in times of low solar
energy users can continue to draw power from the grid, while power can be fed or sold
back into the grid at a profit when their electricity generation exceeds the amount they
are using. The falling price of the equipment combined with various incentive schemes
around the world have made PV into a lucrative low carbon investment, and as such
demand has never been higher for the technology, and for people with the expertise to
design and install systems. This Expert handbook provides a clear introduction to solar
radiation, before proceeding to cover: electrical basics and PV cells and modules
inverters design of grid-connected PV systems system installation and commissioning
maintenance and trouble shooting health and safety economics and marketing. Highly
illustrated in full colour throughout, this is the ideal guide for electricians, builders and
architects, housing and property developers, home owners and DIY enthusiasts, and
anyone who needs a clear introduction to grid-connected solar electric technology.
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The main purpose of this book is to act as a how-to reference manual for outfitting your
RV or mobile home with the tools to support your working and life style and is written
from the perspective of traveling full-time on the road. A secondary purpose is to supply
information for persons to boondock where they wish and still have the electrical
conveniences without having shore power. You will find topics on electrical systems,
computers, solar energy and communications. Most all of the components referred to in
the book are easily found at any computer retail store, hardware store and of course, online. You can save hundreds of dollars by installing your RV systems and have the
pleasure and satisfaction of doing it yourself. The examples illustrated are a starting
point to give you ideas on how to make changes to your RV. You will find detailed
pictures, schematics and illustrations throughout the book to guide you along the way.
There is also a reference section for finding the components you need and to further
explore a topic. Included is a glossary of technical definitions for terms and
abbreviations. For the more technically inclined, there are sections interspersed all
throughout the chapters that provide ancillary information on the topic being discussed.
Go to these Sidebars to learn more about the technology or feature. For those that work
on the road, replicating your home or work office into a mobile office in the past has
been difficult and frustrating to achieve because you could not accomplish all the same
features and functions that are required to perform your job. As time has progressed,
technology and people's inventiveness have continued to progress and seems to be
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progressing in an increasing geometric fashion. Obviously, this is good news for the
mobile worker or mobile entrepreneur. Today, as of the writing of this book, the
technology is available to match the performance and functionally of a brick and mortar
establishment.
Designing with Solar Power is the result of international collaborative research and
development work carried out within the framework of the International Energy
Agency's Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (PVPS) and performed within its
Task 7 on 'Photovoltaic power systems in the built environment'. Each chapter of this
precisely detailed and informative book has been prepared by an international expert in
a specific area related to the development, use and application of building-integrated
photovoltaics (BiPV). Chapters not only cover the basics of solar power and electrical
concepts, but also investigate the ways in which photovoltaics can be integrated into
the design and creation of buildings equipped for the demands of the 21st century. The
potential for BiPV, in both buildings and other structures, is explored together with
broader issues such as market deployment, and international marketing and
government strategies. In addition, more than 20 contemporary international case
studies describe in detail how building-integrated photovoltaics have been applied to
new and existing buildings, and discuss the architectural and technical quality, and the
success of various strategies. Packed with photographs and illustrations, this book is an
invaluable companion for architects, builders, designers, engineers, students and all
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involved with the exciting possibilities of building-integrated photovoltaics.
Photovoltaic inverters are the most mature of any DER inverter, and their mean time to
first failure (MTFF) is about five years. This is an unacceptable MTFF and will inhibit the
rapid expansion of PV. With all DER technologies, (solar, wind, fuel cells, and
microturbines) the inverter is still an immature product that will result in reliability
problems in fielded systems. The increasing need for all of these technologies to have a
reliable inverter provides a unique opportunity to address these needs with focused R &
D development projects. The requirements for these inverters are so similar that
modular designs with universal features are obviously the best solution for a ''next
generation'' inverter. A ''next generation'' inverter will have improved performance,
higher reliability, and improved profitability. Sandia National Laboratories has estimated
that the development of a ''next generation'' inverter could require approximately 20
man-years of work over an 18- to 24-month time frame, and that a government-industry
partnership will greatly improve the chances of success.
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